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“A perfect ten.”

“Another wonderful event!”

“The conversations and lessons learned
from the people in the room over dinner
are just as valuable as the keynote
content.”

Darcy Miller, Martha Stewart Weddings, New York

Liene Stevens, Splendid Communications, New York NY

“engage!10 is just another wedding
conference like the Hope Diamond is just
another rock.”

“It was fabulous! Entertaining! Inspiring!
Challenging! Thought-provoking!”

Colin Cowie, New York NY

Donna Von Bruening, DVB Photographers, Savannah GA

Sean Low, The Business of Being Creative, New York NY

“engage changed my life.”
“engage is like the G8... it’s the meeting of the minds
that sets things in motion. If you didn’t go, you will
still benefit from its effects. You will see how the
relationships and ideas formed there will change the
industry for the better and benefit everyone around us.”
Lara Casey, Southern Weddings, Raleigh NC

“engage!10 blew my mind...really
indescribable!”
Tim O’Neill, The O’Neill Brothers, Grammy nominated Pianist,
Minneapolis MN

Jasmine Star, Jasmine Star Photography, Los Angeles, CA

“The summit was AMAZING. I made many great
contacts, I think we have some good contenders for
our Ask The Expert column, certainly have a great
new bunch to get quotes from and I am sure we will
be seeing some new real weddings for submission.”
Anthony Luscia, Martha Stewart Weddings, New York NY

“You really do put on a marvelous show.”
Sylvia Weinstock, New York NY

“...perhaps the best business investment I
have made to date!”
Calder Clark, Blue Moon Events, Charleston, SC

“The speakers are so powerful but the
attendees really make the conference even
more inspirational.”
Beka Rendell, Innove Events, Philadelphia PA

“engage! is by no means inexpensive, but
it is for people serious about investing in
themselves.”
Lacy Branch, Lacy Branch Events, St. Louis MO

“I am a nervous spender, and was worried about
my investment into attending engage. That was all
proven void. My experience there has made me one
of your biggest cheerleaders, not to mention a better
business person. Everyone was so warm, genuine,
and giving. Being in an environment like that is so
inspiring and nurturing.”
Hillary Anderson, Alta MODA Bridal, Salt Lake City UT

“We were thrilled to share the room with
such talented people.”
Sarai Flores, Signature Weddings, Cabo San Lucas
Martha Huerta, One & Only Palmilla, Mexico

“How often do you get the opportunity to be exposed
to so much talent in an atmosphere so conducive to
sharing and being creative?”

“engage!10 was life-changing and
eye-opening...and so beyond my
expectations.”

Tom McCallum, McCallum Solutions, Grand Cayman BWI

Angela Desveaux, WEDLUXE Magazine, Vancouver |
Toronto
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“There aren’t enough words to tell just how
great this experience was for us.”
Lori Roche & Matt Buckman, I Do Films, Chicago IL

“We came home feeling inspired and renewed. We
firmly believe that in order to continue growing as
artists and as entrepreneurs, it is important that we take
time to surround ourselves and learn from the people in
our industry who have already successfully paved their
own way.”
Matt & Stevi Savage, Avery House, Chicago IL

“To say that our time at engage!10 was inspiring would
be a serious understatement. Yes, it was inspiring, but
there aren’t words big enough to describe the feeling I
left with and still have.”
Lara Casey, Southern Weddings, Raleigh NC

“The engage! experience is going to make
you think, ask questions, stretch and think
differently and positively. For me, it is the
pinnacle of a conference experience.”
Donna Von Bruening, DVB Photographers, Savannah GA

“What I remember most from engage often
comes from the people in the audience,
not just the stars on the stage.”

“The beauty of a conference like engage!10 is that it is
simultaneously the catalyst and the facilitator - putting
before the audience a vision of what can be in the
wedding business and making sure that the room is filled
with those in a position and with a desire to do something
about it.”
Sean Low, The Business of Being Creative, New York NY

“The Engage symposiums are all about people. I felt this
time, the room was taking a collective, much needed
breath. Conversation was electric, the energy was palpable
and sincerity and kindness seemed to be the thread that
brought us all together. Egos were checked at the door
and we got right down to living and learning in this live,
raw and real moment that became, for me, the single-most
energizing experience of my career to date.”
Kristy Rice, Momental Designs, Wyoming PA

“I had the chance to really get to know some
of the most amazing people in the business
and was able to breathe some fresh air into
my business.
Jennifer Domenick, Love. Images., Savage MD

“The Engage!10 conference was a mind
blowing experience for me.
Cindy Johnson, Platinum Events, Toronto CAN

Harmony Walton, The Bridal Bar and 5-time engage attendee/
speaker, Los Angeles CA

“engage! is not a “how to” or “what to” conference.
Rather, it is a thought-provoking environment that
allows you to connect with like-minded industry
professionals and gives the opportunity for reflection
on your business.”

“It literally was one of the most engaging conferences I
have ever been to. In fact – I can say I gained more from
this 3 day conference than I have from the countless
number of seminars and industry events that I have been
to in my almost 13 years of doing business!”
Katie Martin, Elegance & Simplicity and Editor of Eco-Beautiful
Weddings, Bethesda MD

Ami Price, Elizabeth Anne Designs, Chicago IL

“It was incredible to be able to not only learn from such
industry superstars, but to genuinely form friendships
with many of them.”
Jules Bianchi, Jules Bianchi Photography, Los Angeles CA

“Egos were checked at the door as 155 of the best in the
luxury wedding market came together to discuss big
ideas, market shifts, and the future... which, my friends, is
looking really good. You hear the term “game changer”
used too often these days. engage attendees don’t change
the game... they create a whole new one. New rules, new
players, new paths, new ideas.”
Lara Casey, Southern Weddings, Raleigh NC
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“I have been to my fair share of conferences. Nothing
prepared me for engage!10...From the moment we stepped
off the plane in the Cayman Islands, to the time we left
three days later, every detail was exquisitely conceived,
every speaker was there to give value, and every guest was
made to feel included in this wonderful club of wedding
industry providers.”
Elizabeth Beskin, Album Boutique, New York NY

“I’m a changed person...(because of
engage!10)”
Alexandra Jusino, Exquisite Events, Chicago IL

“I was among people from whom I could learn, and who
could learn from me with an open dialogue, candor and
not an ounce of competitiveness. I’ve never been at an
event with such a spirit of collaboration and vision - and
an understanding of the way the wedding industry is
evolving.”
Bernadette Coveney-Smith, 14 Stories | Gay Weddings Institute,
Boston MA

“Every single thing is done with such perfection – visually,
intellectually and otherwise. The food was great, the beach
amazing, the company and conversations mind boggling
and the networking off the charts.”
Marley Machjer, The Party Goddess, Los Angeles CA

“Words cannot describe how powerful this
conference has become and the knowledge
and intimate networking that occurs is
simply unequalled from any other type of
conference I have ever been a part of.”
Jo-Anne Brown, Celebrations Ltd., Grand Cayman BWI
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Contact

engaging concepts
strategic consulting to the wedding industry

ring

407.566.2298

email

rebecca@engagingconcepts.com
kathryn@engagingconcepts.com

websites engagingconcepts.com
engage10.com
engage09encore.com
engage09.com

blog

theweddex.com

follow

search.twitter.com: #engage10
twitter.com/WEDDEX
twitter.com/kathrynarce
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